Supplies List

You will need many of these materials within the first few weeks of class. You will find most of these items only at a photography store. You may order from a vendor below using UPS or FedEx for shipping. Check around on the web for pricing.

DO NOT allow the sales people to substitute brands of film and paper etc.

Calumet Photography, Chicago at 800-225-8638 http://www.calumetphoto.com/
Freestyle Photo Supplies at 1-800-292-6137 http://www.freestylephoto.biz/sc_main.php

List one: You will need everything on this list.

1. 35MM SLR Camera
2. Tripod (talk to me first)
3. 1 Cable Release $7
4. 1 Delta Gray Card 8x10" $4
5. 5 rolls Ilford HP5 120 $15
6. 5 Rolls Ilford HP5 35mm- 36 exp. $18
7. 2 packs Polaroid 665 (Pos./Neg.) $38
8. 1 box Ilford Multigrade MGIV RC 8x10/100 sheets Glossy $48
9. Dodging and burning tools
10. Hand towel
11. Matt board (I’ll explain later) $20

List two: You will need photo paper that is larger than 8X10. The list below is suggested options. Talk to me before you buy any.

1. Ilford Multigrade MGIV FB F1K 11x14/50 sheets Glossy $63
2. Ilford Multigrade MGIV FB F1K 16x20/50 sheets Glossy $130
3. Ilford Multigrade MGIV FB F1K 20x24/10 sheets Glossy $43
4. Ilford Multigrade MGIV FB F1K 20x24/50 sheets Glossy $180

You will need other supplies depending on the techniques that you choose while working on assignments. I will assist you individually as needs arise.